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Embroidery Placement 
Below you will find a table with SUGGESTIONS for placement locations on various items.   Think of this as 
a "one size fits all" solution.  If you are fortunate in that "one size fits all" works for you, then you may not 
have any issues with placement!  There really is no wrong or right location - a printed template will show 
you EXACTLY what the finished product will look like.  Trying on the garment with the template is the best 
way to ensure that the location is not in an inappropriate or awkward location - most common with left chest 
embroidery. 

Guides & Tools 
If hooping stations work for you - BAZINGA! There are printable guides you can get for both children and 
adult sized shirts.  Investing in a laser cut plastic template could be a time saver.  Remember to be mindful 
of keeping on grain of fabric.  Measure twice mark, triple check then stitch.  
Creating a "hoop jig" for items such as dog collars or sneaker tongues can save time - search YouTube for 
ideas and inspirations.  3D printers are making these more common place.

Templates 
You can't go wrong with an actual size template - you will see exactly where the embroidery will stitch and 
what it will look like.  Here are some tips for using them.

Trim close if you really need the visual aid!  Print on vellum if you will be using the template often.  
Some choose to laminate.
Turn off 3D printing to save ink
Use cheap paper if these are one off uses.  
Sulky sells a product called Paper Solvy OR you can get sheets of sticky water soluble that you can 
put thru the printer.  Some people find that this is very accurate for things like embroidering right 
along the edge of a collar on ANY embroidery machine.  Its an "old school" way of having the 
accuracy of a scanner without the $$ cost :-)
If your printed template is not actual size - it does no good.  Do NOT choose fit to page or scale to fit.
Include crosshair - extend them if necessary if you have a large hoop.  Your machine will ALWAYS 
load the design so that the needle is at the center of the crosshair (unless you have chosen to start 
with the needle in another location). Mark the center of the template on your fabric and move your 
needle to this location.  Your design will stitch exactly as shown on the printed template - which you 
used to determine the best location on the garment/item.

Marking Tools 
Needs to be temporary - I use Sharpies for photography :-)  Water pens, air pens, chalk pens, soap scraps, 
Rabbit chalk (air & iron removable tailors chalk) are all options.  I do not have good luck with Frixion pens - 
the marks either return or leave stain shadows.  If they work for you, YEAH! I have zero desire to fiddle with 
them anymore. 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Clothing SUGGESTIONS  
for location of center of embroidery unless otherwise noted

Polo/Golf Shirts (left chest) 7" - 9" down from left shoulder seam, centered between placket and side seam, 
or 4" - 6" to the right of placket.

T-Shirts (left chest, no 
pocket)

7" - 9" down from left shoulder seam, between center and side seam, or 4" - 6" 
to the right of center.

T-shirts (left chest, pocket) Centered above or on pocket.

T-shirts along neckline Use template as shown in this video: https://youtu.be/pHqKeoLQUTY

Button-down shirts (left chest, 
no pocket)

7" - 9" down from left shoulder seam, centered between placket and side seam, 
or 4" - 6" to the right of placket.

Button-down shirts (left chest, 
pocket)

Centered above or on pocket.  Remove pocket or embroider straight thru - 
discuss before hand if pocket is no longer usable.

Button down shirt collar Bottom edge of design is 1/4" above the buttonhole on the collar point

Short sleeve shirt sleeve 1/2" above the hem stitching line centered on shoulder seam

Untucked straight edge shirt 1/5" from the bottom hem edge of the shirt.  7" from center placket

Turtlenecks On the neck "cuff," midway between left shoulder seam and center of cuff.  
Embroider on inside, so that when cuff is turned down, embroidery is right-side-
out.  For "mock turtlenecks" embroider on outside.

Shirt fronts Consider size of 
garment and shape of design.

Generally, the top of the design should be 3-1/2'  to 4-1/2" inches from the 
bottom edge of garment neck, centered between left and right seams. 

Shirt backs 5" from collar, centered between right and left seams.

Shirt Cuffs (Monograms) 1-3/8"  to the right of button hole, 1/4" above cuff edge.  Monogram should face 
away from the wearer.

Jacketbacks 7" - 9" down from shoulder seam, centered between side seams.

Ties  2" from bottom tip; with vest, 10" from bottom tip, or until seen above vest.

Shorts 1/2" above the hem stitching line Mark the center front of the leg. Mark the point 
that’s halfway between your first mark and the side seam. That second mark 
should be the center of your design. 

Capri pants Embroidery around cuff 1/2" above hemline or add embroidery at the outside 
seam.  If a split leg, consider adding embroidery at the top of the split.

Skirt Along hemline 1" above the stitched hemline

Robes  4" - 6" down from left shoulder seam, centered between placket and side seam.

Apron 4" down from top and centered

Baby Bib Centered or around neckline

Baby singlet 2-1/2" to 4-1/2" down from center of neck opening.  

Socks Embroider on outside of leg  Centered  on top half about 1-1/2" from top. If a 
folded-cuff - embroider on inside of sock so that when folded the embroidery is 
now on outside.  NOTE that each sock will be different side.

Knit cap/beanies 1" down from center of the bottom cuff - if folded, be sure to embroider on inside 
in correct direction.
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Towels & Linens SUGGESTIONS  
for location of center of embroidery unless otherwise noted

Washcloths  1" - 1-1/2" above hem, or 1" above border. Can also place design in corner, 
angled, 1" - 1-1/2" above corner.

Hand Towels 2" above hem, or 1-1/2" above border

Bath Towels 4" above hem, or 1-1/2" - 2" above border.

Bath Sheets 5" above hem, or 2-1/2" - 3" above border.

Bath wrap Down front edge OR 1"-2" from front opening 2" up/down from bottom/top edge

Beach Towel 5" above hem centered

Golf towel Centered near top edge below grommet - leave hand wiping area clear.

Sheets 2" above top sheet top hem. Design may need to be embroidered "upside-down" 
for correct orientation when the sheet is folded down to expose decorated edge.

Pillow Cases Centered from left to right, centered from opening to decorative  hem.

Napkins on point The bottom of the monogram should be about 2" from the corner point, or 1” 
above a decorative border. 

Napkins Corner (not on point) The edges of the monogram should be about 1” from the two corner edges 
(bottom right corner of monogram about 1” from the corner point).

Handkercheifs on point The bottom of the monogram should be about 1-1/2” from the corner point

Handkercheifs centered The bottom center of the monogram should be 1-1/2” from the bottom center of 
one side of the handkerchief

Tablecloths Corners - 5" from the hemmed edge corner

Placemats Centered or in corners 1-1/2" from edge

Director's chairs Centered - use large font for visibility from afar

Christmas stockings Centered on side of cuff - consider knockdown on low textured fabric.  Consider 
NOT embroidering on "wild fur" as the look may not be as "imagined"

For totes/bags/purses there are so many options.  Consider the following: 

Ready-made or in the hoop (ITH)? 
If ITH, embroider during the ITH stitching OR pre-embroider the 
fabric. 

Be aware of zippers & pockets 
Try to stay at least 1" away  
Think about patches on pockets 

Sometimes it is easier to embroider the item if it is turned inside out (flat 
bed machine) or "reverse hooped"  (multi-needle) stuck to the bottom of a 
Fastframe/Durkee EZ frame. This provides more design clearance. 
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